Clustering algorithms have a very wide range of applications on data analysis, such as machine learning, data mining. However, data sets often have problems with unbalanced and non-spherical distribution. Clustering by fast search and find of density peaks (DPC) is a density-based clustering algorithm which could identify clusters with non-spherical data. In real applications, this algorithm and its variants are not very effective for the division of unevenly distributed clusters, because they only use one indicator (the distance of neighbor points) to handle inner points and boundary points at the same time. To this end, we introduce a new indicator named asymmetry measure which enhances the ability of finding boundary points. Then we propose a boundary detection-based density peaks clustering (BDDPC) algorthm that combines the above two indicators, so that different clusters are separated from each other accurately and the purpose of improving the clustering effect is achieved. The BDDPC algorithm can not only cluster uniformly distributed data, but also cluster unevenly distributed data. In real life, the distribution of high-dimensional data sets are always unbalanced, so this algorithm has very important applications. Experimental results with synthetic and real-world data sets illustrate the effectiveness of our algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Clustering has been a hot topic, which is well known as unsupervised learning algorithm in the area of machine learning due to its importance in many modern science research, such as communication science, computer science, biology science, etc. Meanwhile, as data's diversity and scale increase rapidly, in order to make better use of the information on the data set one need to know the prior knowledge (e.g., the real category labels) about the data set. However, labeling can be costly because it requires a lot of manpower, material resources and time, but clustering can solve this problem well [1] . It does not need to has the preliminary knowledge about the label of data, which deals with the data structure partition in unknown area and is the basis of data processing for further research [2] , [3] . The main task of clustering is based on the right similarity metric to divide the data points into the appropriate classes [4] . It maximizes the similarity The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Senthil Kumar. between points within a class and minimizes the similarity between points in different classes. Clustering algorithms are generally divided into the following categories: partitioning methods, hierarchical methods, density-based methods, and grid-based methods. Partitioning methods divide the data into several groups such that each group must contain at least one object. In other words, partitioning methods conduct one-level partitioning on data sets. In contrast, hierarchical methods conduct multi-level partitioning on data sets, in agglomerative or divisive way. The general idea of density-based methods is to continue growing a given cluster as long as the density (number of objects) in the ''neighborhood'' exceeds some threshold. Grid-based methods quantize the feature space into a finite number of cells that form a grid structure and all the clustering operations are performed on the grid structure [5] . However, as each category of methods also has its own advantages and disadvantages, clustering has been a challenging task.
The k-means algorithm is probably the most famous and popular partitioning clustering method [6] . It minimizes the VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ sum of the distances of each data point from their cluster centers. The algorithm is fast and can be easily implemented; however, it has a few disadvantages. This algorithm heavily relies on a group of given initial cluster centers, and clustering results are easily affected by outliers [7] , [8] .
In addition, the number of clusters must be pre-specified by users [9] , [10] . However, these algorithms cannot cluster non-spherical data sets effectively, because data points are always assigned to the nearest center [11] . In order to address this issue, density-based methods were proposed to recognize data points with arbitrary shapes. Density-based clustering is a non-parametric method where clusters are considered as high-density data points and separated from each other by continuous regions made up of low-density data points, and can detect the clusters in any arbitrary shape [12] . The classical algorithm of density-based clustering is the density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise(DBSCAN) [13] in which only the points with greater density than the given thresholds are connected together to form a cluster. However, the appropriate threshold setting varies from one data set to another, and there is still no effective way to predetermine these thresholds. As a popular density-based clustering algorithm, clustering by fast search and find of density peaks (DPC) [14] algorithm can also deal with non-spherical data, and does not need to manually specify the number of categories. The parameter of DPC algorithm is easier to select than DBSCAN algorithm. Therefore, a lot of interesting work on DPC has emerged. HaloDPC [15] not only puts forward a reasonable halo processing method, but also improves the clustering results. DPC-KNN [16] integrates the idea of k nearest neighbor into the distance calculation and assignment process, which makes the assignment process more reasonable. The DPC-KNN-PCA [17] was designed based on k nearest neighbor and principal component analysis, which provides an alternative for local density calculation. The advantage of these algorithms is that they can better handle the category of boundary points. However, these variants of the DPC algorithm are not very effective for the division of clusters with unbalanced distribution, because they only uses one indicator (the distance of neighbor points) to handle inner points and boundary points at the same time. This problem impedes its applications for the high-dimensional data set where the cluster distributions are always unbalanced.
In order to address the issue above, we introduce a new indicator named asymmetry measure which is very effective for finding boundary points. Combining these two indicators, a boundary detection-based density peaks clustering (BDDPC) algorithm is proposed. An effective local density calculation method is designed based on both the distance of neighbor points and the asymmetry measure of data points. This makes it easier for the boundary points to be divided into the correct clusters when the categories are assigned in the next step, especially for the clusters with unbalanced distribution in data set.
The rest of the paper is outlined as follows. In Section II, we briefly review the principle of the DPC algorithm. Section III talks about the asymmetry measure and presents the proposed BDDPC algorithm in detail. Experimental results with synthetic data sets and real-world data sets, as well as corresponding discussions are presented in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we will review DPC briefly and point out the defects of density calculation, and then give a further analysis for asymmetry measure.
The main idea of the DPC algorithm is based on the assumption that the cluster centers are characterized by a higher local density than other points and a relatively large distance from other centers. In order to find the ideal center points from whole data sets, the decision graph was proposed as an effective visualization approach. This graph includes two quantities for each point: the local density ρ x i and the distance δ x i . These two quantities constitute a plan called decision graph. In the two-dimensional decision graph constructed by these two quantities, the points in the upper right corner of the figure have larger local density and distance, and we regard them as the center points. In the following, we will describe the calculation of ρ x i and δ x i in detail.
For a given data set
x in ] is the vector with n attributes and m is the number of data points, the local density ρ x i is defined as
where
d x i , x j is the Euclidean distance between points x i and x j , and d c is the cutoff distance which is pre-defined by users. However, the density calculated by formula (1) is a discrete value, which is prone to conflict, that is, different distances may produce the same local density. So DPC employs another local density calculating approach in the code given by
where d c is the adjustable parameter which is determined as d c = p * m in the DPC algorithm, with p being the only open parameter. The local density is estimated by a Gaussian kernel with the value of d c , which provides a slightly stricter standard for assigning points to clusters. The other quantity (i.e., the distance δ x i ) of decision graph given by: 
Algorithm 1 DPC Algorithm Input:
The samples X m×n ;
The distance parameter d c ; Output:
The label vector of cluster index Y m ; 1: Calculate the distance between any two points using the Euclidean distance; 2: Calculate ρ x i for point x i according to Formula (3); 3: Calculate δ x i for point x i according to Formula (4); 4: Plot decision graph and select the cluster centers; 5: Assign each remaining point to the nearest point with higher local density; 6: return Y m ;
After finding center points from the decision graph, the remaining points are assigned to the nearest center point with higher local density. So an effective local density metric is important for class assignment of data points. The summary of the DPC algorithm is shown as Algorithm 1. In the original text, the authors made a series of examples to illustrate the effectiveness of the DPC algorithm, whereas we find that the DPC algorithm is not very effective for the division of clusters with unbalanced distribution. FIGURE 1 shows the results of the DPC algorithm on two clusters with different densities (named SDDC). It can be seen that a few points in the sparse cluster are divided into dense cluster for even the best case (i.e., p=0.5). This is because the DPC algorithm is invalid for calculating the local density of boundary points for this data set. Therefore we need to design a new indicator to handle this problem.
As shown in step 4 of Algorithm 1, the critical technique for finding cluster centers in DPC is to plot the decision graph which is the plot of δ x i as a function of ρ x i for each point. Then those points with high δ value and relatively high ρ value in the decision graph can be selected as cluster centers. After the cluster centers have been found, each of the remaining points are assigned to the nearest point with higher local density.
III. BOUNDARY DETECTION-BASED DENSITY PEAKS CLUSTERING (BDDPC) A. BOUNDARY DETECTION
It is well known that the most important thing for clustering data is to find the boundaries of clusters. Once we have found the boundaries of clusters, the problem of clustering the data can be easily solved. However, boundaries are not easy to detection, especially for high-dimensional data spaces.
Compared with low-dimensional space, high-dimensional space has a more complex spatial structure [18] , [19] . If information compression method (e.g. PCA technique [20] ) is used, some important information will be lost because the subspace cannot reflect the entire spatial structure. A clustering boundary pattern discovery algorithm [21] was proposed for detecting boundary in high dimensional space directly. In the following, we will introduce this boundary detection algorithm in detail.
For a given one-dimensional data set X = [x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m ] T , the asymmetry ratio α x i is defined as follows:
where Small (X , x i ) represents the number of elements smaller than x i and Large (X , x i ) represents the number of elements larger than x i . For inner points of a uniformly distributed data set, α x i is expected to be small. Formula (5) can judge the position of the matrix by the asymmetry of the element in the data set. If the neighbor points have weak asymmetry about the element x i , α x i approaches to zero. The value of α x i reflects the asymmetry of the data set on the element x i . Next, we consider the more general multi-dimensional data set X m×n given by
For a given point
x in ] in the data set X m×n , if it locates at the boundary of the data set, it has strong asymmetry in the data set (more likely to be the boundary point), otherwise it is the inner point.
The data distribution in high-dimensional space is relatively sparse, if only using the distance to calculate the density will be very inaccurate. The sampling technique can be used to help estimate the local density. In high dimensional space, the common sampling methods include super ball sampling, hypercube sampling and k nearest neighbor sampling. The first two methods use the fixed size sampling window for local feature grabbing, such that the sampling space on the other side of the departure space may contain fewer data points or even no data point. This will lead to sampling biases, under which circumstance the distribution characteristics of local space can not be fully reflected. In contrast, the k nearest neighbor sampling always extracts the local space composed of k data points as dynamic sampling space, so it can reflect the distribution characteristics of local space better. The k nearest neighbor points of the inner point are uniformly distributed around it, that is, the asymmetry of the k nearest neighbors is weak about the inner point. Instead, if the k nearest neighbor points of the boundary point are not uniformly distributed, the asymmetry of the k nearest neighbors is strong about the boundary point. We define the asymmetry measure AM as follows:
where k ∈ [10, 100] is the number of nearest neighbors and the X j is the jth column of X m×n . The value of k should be determined according to the size of the data set. It is mainly used to control the number of nearest neighbor points to calculate the asymmetry measure. Every cluster boundary point is located at the edge of the clusters. From the Formula (7), we can see the asymmetry of the inner points are weak, while the asymmetry of the boundary points are strong. The value of AM is usually relatively larger in the inner areas of the clusters, and relatively smaller at the boundary areas. Therefore, the asymmetry measure can be used to detect boundary points.
B. BDDPC ALGORITHM
Due to the complexity of high-dimensional space, we make full use of the complementarity of the two indicators (i.e., the local density ρ x i and the asymmetry measure AM ) to construct a new local density ϑ(·) of x i is defined as:
In order to get a better clustering effect, one can adjust the weights of the two indicators by setting appropriate values for α and β. The values of α and β are analyzed as follows:
Case 1: When α = 0, β = 1, the ϑ reduces to the local density of DPC algorithm, which makes the boundary points easy to be misclassified for the non-uniformly distributed data, as shown in FIGURE 1.
Case 2: When α = 1, β = 0, the ϑ simplifies to AM , which can only be used to detect the boundary points.
As shown in FIGURE 2, the asymmetry measure AM is used for SDDC data set and it can easily detects the boundaries of different clusters. We all know that the most important thing for clustering is to find the boundaries of clusters. Once we have found the boundaries of clusters, the problem of clustering of the data sets can be easily solved. The boundary plays a very important role in distinguishing different categories. Although the asymmetry measure AM can be used to find the boundary points roughly, the data set cannot be clustered directly. 
Case 3:
In order to make an effective trade-off between these two indicators, the default values of these two parameters are α = 0.5, β = 0.5. This can better combines the advantages of the two indicators to achieve complementary results.
From Formula (8), we can see that by combining the two indicators: the original local density ρ x i and the asymmetry measure AM , the new local density ϑ is a more reliable measure of the density of the boundary points. In addition, the selection of the value of k in asymmetry measure AM is very important. When the value of k is relatively small, one or few of the neighbor samples may be far from the rest neighbor samples, in that case the asymmetry measure is so sensitive to the distribution of the sample that bias will appear. When the value of k is quite large, samples of different categories with similar distances may be taken into account, which leads to inaccurate calculation of the asymmetry measure. Therefore, the value of k should be determined according to the size of data sets. The selection of the value of k is discussed in Section IV-C.
Furthermore, in the DPC algorithm, each object in the neighborhood of a data point provides only one numerical measure to support such a point as a cluster center. In fact, the asymmetry measure of the point can provides more useful information to illustrate the possibility of the point being a cluster center. We can see that the cluster center selected by the BDDPC algorithm is different from the one obtained by the DPC algorithm, and it is more suitable. For example, in FIGURE 3 and FIGURE 4 , the BDDPC algorithm selects the red point as the cluster center, while the DPC algorithm prefers the magenta point. We can see the center point found by DPC is located at the center of the dense circle, not the center of the entire data set; the center point found by BDDPC is located at the center of the entire data set, which is more reasonable. For the inner points, the density ϑ of multiplying by AM or not are basically the same, which is because AM is about equal to 1 at this time. However, for the boundary points, the density ϑ obtained by multiplying AM will be smaller than the density ρ calculated by the DPC algorithm, which is because AM is far less than 1 and may even be possible equal to 0. In this case, the calculated local density ϑ will be very small, so that the two adjacent clusters can be easily separated. FIGURE 5 and FIGURE 6 show the density calculated by the algorithm DPC and BDDPC respectively. We color the data points according to the local density (the bright yellow represents the higher density, and the dark blue represents the lower density). According to the allocation scheme of the remaining points, the smaller local density of the boundary points have, the better different categories are separated. So the BDDPC algorithm can better discriminate different categories. FIGURE 7 provides the process diagram of BDDPC algorithm. In the process diagram, the key process is combining two indicators to calculate local density. In this way, the boundary points can be better identified, so that different clusters are VOLUME 7, 2019 isolated from each other, and the purpose of improving the clustering effect is finally achieved. The summary of the proposed BDDPC algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 BDDPC Algorithm Input:
The distance parameter d c ;
The number of nearest neighbors k; Output:
The label vector of cluster index Y m ; 1: Calculate the distance between any two points using the Euclidean distance; 2: Calculate ϑ x i for point x i according to Formula (8); 3: Calculate δ x i for point x i according to Formula (4); 4: Plot decision graph and select the cluster centers; 5: Assign each remaining point to the nearest point with higher local density; 6: return Y m ;
In the following, we give the time complexity analysis of the BDDPC algorithm. Assume that the number of data points is N . As the complexity of calculating Euclidean distance is O(N 2 ), the complexity of calculating ϑ x i is O(N 2 ), and the complexity of sorting them is O(NlogN ). The complexity of calculating δ x i is O(N ), and the complexity of assigning each remaining points to the nearest cluster center is O(N ). So the total time complexity of our BDDPC algorithm is O(N 2 ), which is equivalent to the time complexity of the DPC algorithm.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In order to verify the performance of BDDPC, experiments were performed on both synthetic data sets and real data sets. These data sets are often used to test the performance of clustering algorithms. The numbers of features and data points range from small to large, and the number of clusters varies greatly. The performance of the proposed BDDPC algorithm is compared with well-known clustering algorithms including k-means algorithm [22] , DPC algorithm [14] , DBSCAN [13] , DPC-KNN-PCA [17] . These six clustering algorithms to be compared need different parameter settings. In BDDPC, the number of neighbors k needs to be pre-specified. For the other compared algorithms, the default values for open parameters were used.
A. EXPERIMENTS ON SYNTHETIC DATA SETS
In this subsection, we show the performance of proposed BDDPC algorithm on synthetic data sets. In order to make a more complete test, the selected data sets are considered from the aspects of different overlapping, arbitrary number, shape and distribution. The details of these data sets are introduced as follows:
1) S-sets: four two-dimensional data sets with 5,000 objects and 15 Gaussian clusters with different degrees of clustering overlapping [23] . The degree of cluster overlap increases from data sets S1 to S4. FIGURE 8 shows these data sets in detail.
2) Shape sets: four two-dimensional shape data sets (named Flame, Aggregation, Spiral and SDDC) represent some difficult clustering tasks containing clusters with arbitrary shapes, proximity and unbalanced distribution [24] - [27] . The numbers of data points in these data sets are 240 for Flame, 788 for Aggregations, 312 for Spiral and 500 for SDDC, respectively. FIGURE 9 shows these data sets in detail.
As shown in FIGURE 10 and FIGURE 11 , the results of BDDPC algorithm on these synthetic data sets are displayed in two-dimensional space as shapes with different marks and colors. Each cluster center point found by the BDDPC is marked with a unique color and the remaining data points have the same color with the center point in the same cluster. As can be seen from S-sets, the proposed algorithm works well for clustering data sets with different overlapping ratios, which shows its robustness of the proposed algorithm. For Shape sets, the proposed algorithm successfully clusters all the data points. Table 1 shows the clustering accuracy (Acc) of the synthetic data sets for different algorithms [28] . The Acc we given is the best clustering result that each algorithm can achieve after adjusting the parameters. It can be seen that our proposed algorithm is very effective in detecting clusters of overlapping, arbitrary number, density, shape and distribution.
B. EXPERIMENTS ON REAL-WORLD DATA SETS
This subsection will test the performance of our BDDPC algorithm in real-world data sets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [29] including Iris, Seeds, Ecoli, Wine and Breast Cancer. We choose these data sets as test cases because they are commonly used to test the performance of clustering algorithms. The size of the data sets (the number of points contained in the data sets), the number of clusters, as well as the different dimensions embedded in these data sets, allow us to test the performance of our proposed algorithm under many different conditions.The correct categories of the data sets are known in advance. Table 2 shows the data sets in detail. Table 3 , Table 4 and Table 5 , show clustering accuracy (Acc), adjusted mutual information (AMI) and adjusted rand index (ARI) of the real-world data sets, respectively. These three metrics are very popular for testing the perpromence of clustering algorithms [28] . There are less than ten dimensions for the first three data sets. And the last two data sets have more than ten dimensions. All the six algorithms can detect cluster centers correctly. But our proposed BDDPC algorithm obtains the best clustering result.
C. PARAMETER ANALYSIS
The proposed BDDPC algorithm introduces one open parameter k. In order to analyze the influence of this parameter, we do experiments on some data sets. FIGURE 12 and FIGURE 13 show the relationship between the value of k and clustering accuracy in which k ∈ [0.014M , 0.14M ], with M being the size of the used data set. The S-sets data sets are used to test the robustness of the proposed algorithm to the value of k, and the overlap of these four data sets is increasing as shown in FIGURE 8. It can be seen that the clustering accuracy is not sensitive to the selection of k values.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the BDDPC algorithm that can better deal with the data sets with distinct density areas. An efficient local density calculation method was designed based on both the distance of neighbor points and the asymmetry measure of data points. This making it easier for the boundary points to be assigned to the correct clusters when the categories are assigned in the next step. Experiment results show that our proposed BDDPC algorithm can obtain better performance when handling clusters with unbalanced distribution.
